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With a passion for innovation and a wealth of experience across diverse domains, I am a seasoned Lead
iOS Engineer dedicated to pushing the boundaries of mobile technology. From fintech to healthcare and
beyond, I've leveraged advanced tools and technologies to deliver cutting-edge solutions that redefine
user experiences. With a proven track record of leading high-performing teams, I thrive in dynamic
environments where creativity and technical expertise converge to drive impactful results. Let's
collaborate to shape the future of mobile innovation.

INDUSTRIES: Ecommerce

TECHNICAL SKILLS

• Swift language 7 years
• ObjectiveC 6 years
• SwiftUI 6 months
• Flutter 6 months
• React Native 6 months

SOFT SKILLS

Communication, Problem-solving, Teamwork

PROJECT DETAILS

• Neiman Marcus October-2022 - December-2022
Project Description: Neiman Marcus is an American luxury department store that offers a wide range of
designer apparel, accessories, and home decor products. Their e-commerce application is an online
platform that allows customers to browse and purchase items from the comfort of their own homes. The
application is designed to provide a seamless shopping experience with easy navigation, detailed product
descriptions, and high-quality images. Customers can also take advantage of features like wishlists,
personalized recommendations, and easy checkout options. Overall, the Neiman Marcus e-commerce
application is a convenient and efficient way for customers to shop for luxury products online.
Responsibilities: Developing and Mentoring an IOS team for leading eCommerce apps Neiman Marcus.
•Engaged in code reviews with the team to brainstorm areas requiring improvement, and validate the
design and implementation of features. •Recommended new concepts to enhance the user experience of
the applications to provide more options for consumers. •Met with development team members to define
technical approaches for established stories and designs
Technologies: swift
Industry: Ecommerce
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• Nike January-2023 - April-2023
Project Description: The Nike Retail App is a mobile application that allows users to browse and purchase
Nike products directly from their smartphones. The app offers a wide range of Nike products, including
shoes, apparel, and accessories. Users can also customize their own shoes using the app's "Nike By You"
feature. The app also provides information on upcoming releases and exclusive offers, making it a must-
have for any Nike fan. With a user-friendly interface and secure payment options, the Nike Retail App is a
convenient and hassle-free way to shop for all your Nike needs.
Responsibilities: Developing and Mentoring an IOS team for leading eCommerce apps Nike. •Engaged in
code reviews with the team to brainstorm areas requiring improvement, and validate the design and
implementation of features. •Recommended new concepts to enhance the user experience of the
applications to provide more options for consumers. •Met with development team members to define
technical approaches for established stories and designs
Technologies: swift
Industry: Ecommerce

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

• Lead Software Engineer August-2023 - January-2024
Description: Developing and maintaining applications of US Bank. •Engaged in code reviews with the team
to brainstorm areas requiring improvement, and validate the design and implementation of features.
•Actively engaged in self-directed learning and professional development, including the completion of
relevant Udemy courses, to stay abreast of industry trends and advancements •Assisted junior developers
in preparing for client interviews, offering guidance to enhance their interview readiness. •Conducted
interviews for iOS positions, evaluating candidates to ensure a qualified and skilled team.

• sr ios developer November-2022 - May-2023
Grid Dynamics
Description: Developing and Mentoring an IOS team for leading eCommerce apps Neiman Marcus and
Nike. •Engaged in code reviews with the team to brainstorm areas requiring improvement, and validate
the design and implementation of features. •Recommended new concepts to enhance the user experience
of the applications to provide more options for consumers. •Met with development team members to
define technical approaches for established stories and designs.

EDUCATION

• Masters degree in computer application and information technology from
gujarat university 2009 - 2011

LANGUAGES

• English - advanced
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